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Bondy proved in 1972 that, given a family of n distinct substes of a set X of n
elements, one can delete an element of X such that the truncated sets remain
distinct. We give a linear algebraic proof of this result and generalize it to codes of
minimal distance d.  2000 Academic Press
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Let [n] denote the set [1, ..., n], and 2[n]=[A/[n]] its power set. For
A # 2[n] and i # [n] let A"i be a shorthand for A"[i].
Theorem 1 (Bondy). Let A1 , ..., An # 2[n] be distinct sets. Then there
exists i # [n] such that A1 "i, ..., An"i are distinct.
The original proof of Bondy [1] was by reduction to a graph coloring
problem. In Bolloba s’ book ([2], p. 4 and p. 131), one finds two other
(combinatorial) proofs, and yet another one in the exercises of Babai and
Frankl’s book ([3], p. 79) (by considering a certain determinant).
Identifying 2[n] (via the indicator function) with [0, 1]n=GF(2)n which
we regard as GF(2)-vectorspace this can be generalized to
Theorem 2. Let [A1 , ..., Am]/2[n] be a code of minimal Hamming
distance at least d, and mWnd X. Then there exists an i # [n] such that
[A1 "i, ..., Am"i] is a code of minimal Hamming distance at least d.
Proof. Assume the opposite: then for every i # [n] there exist two sets
Aji , Aki ( j i {k i) such that Aji "i and Aki "i have distance less than d. Hence
Aji "i and Aki "i can only have distance exactly d&1, i.e., Di :=Aji q Aki
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contains i and has cardinality d. Switching to vectorspace language we
reformulate and infer
Di=Aji&Aki # span[Aj&Ak : 1 j, km]
=span[Aj&Aj+1 : 1 jm&1]=: V
We claim now that W :=span[Di : i # [n]] has dimension at least m: for
otherwise (since each Di is supported on exactly d positions) W would be
supported on at most d(Wnd X&1)<n positions, contradicting Di having
a 1 in the i th position for every i # [n].
But now we face another contradiction, as W/V and V clearly has
dimension at most m&1. K
Observe that the bound Wnd X for m in the theorem is optimal: for
2n3<d<n this is trivial, as a code of minimal distance d can have no
more than two elements. For d=n consider the family [<, [n]], and for
d2n3 the following construction:
Write n=ld+r with l1, 1rd (then Wnd X=l+1), and define the
l+2 sets
A0=<
Aj =[1+d( j&1), ..., dj] for j=1, ..., l
Al+1=[dl+1, ..., n]_* {1, ..., \d&r2 =
_* {\d&r2 +1+d(l&1), ..., (d&r)+d(l&1)= .
Observe that this is a code of minimal distance d, and each of A1 , ..., Al+1
has exactly d elements. Deleting any one position produces at least one set
of d&1 elements, i.e., of distance less than d from <.
For d>1 we can iterate Theorem 2 and obtain
Corollary 3. For a code [A1 , ..., Am]/2[n] of minimal distance at
least d, and mWnd X there exists S/[n] of cardinality at most
d Wnd X&d such that [A1 & S, ..., Am & S] (the trace on S of the code) has
still minimal distance at least d. K
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